Workday for Financial Services
Today’s banks, credit unions, asset management firms, lending companies,

Key Functional Areas

and other financial services businesses operate in a highly competitive

• Financial Management

and regulated environment. Servicing clients, introducing new products

• Human Capital Management

and channels, and opening new markets as well as having insight into

• Enterprise Planning and Budgeting

your loans, investments, and deposits is critical to your bottom line. At the

• Financial Consolidations

same time, employing the right people is what drives your future. Workday

• Management Reporting with

provides financial management, human capital management, and planning/
budgeting in a single cloud-based system to support your needs. From
the back-office functions necessary to serve customers, to providing staff
with a contemporary system for processing transactions, to providing the

Transaction Drill-Down

• Accounting: General Ledger, Accounts
Payable, Fixed/Business Assets

• Travel/Expense Accounting and
Management

necessary financial and management reports and analytics, Workday keeps

• Procurement

your financial services business ahead of the game.

• Inventory

Traditionally, chief human resources officers (CHROs) and chief financial
officers (CFOs) have performed business analyses by assessing data
produced by different systems, created in different time periods, and
provided in different formats. These reports, analytics, and assessments are
vital to the success of any financial services business yet the traditional
approach to data and reporting has kept them separate. With Workday,
everyone uses the same information, resulting in better collaboration and
smarter decision-making.

• Projects
• Configurable Analytics/Dashboards
• Embedded Report Writer
with Analytics Capabilities for
Business Users

Key Benefits
• A holistic and innovative approach to
back-office functions and services

• Business process framework natively
driving processes and policies

Transformation of the Back Office
Transformation occurs when your team is brought together with realtime access to information provided wherever and whenever it’s needed.
Desktop, laptop, mobile, in the office, or on the road—nothing should
stand in the way of gaining knowledge to run your business effectively
in today’s rapidly changing world. Successful business in the modern era
will not be fettered by legacy technology limitations.

• Consistent controls and reduced
risk through best-in-class internal
governance

• Relevant, contextual financial insights
available from any device

• Fewer complexities to grow your
business with a single flexible and
scalable system

• A more complete and accurate picture
of your operations

Planning
Workday improves planning by incorporating real-time financial and
workforce data into the planning process, eliminating the need for a
separate planning solution or complex, manual spreadsheets. Planning
in the same system as your actual financial information means not
having to move data, and no more latent or inaccurate information.

• Easy-to-use system for employees,
managers, executives, and auditors

• Mobile- and desktop-enabled

Create Real-Time Budgets and Planning Models

Work Together to Build the Best Team

Workday uses your pre-existing transactional and

Recruiting the best talent quickly to fulfill current and

organizational structures to quickly and easily create

future staffing needs is critical in today’s competitive

and execute plans based on real-time data. You can

environment. Workday fosters a mobile-first, collaborative

create, manage, and analyze unlimited versions of

process for recruiters and hiring managers, allowing

budgets, scenarios, and forecasts through robust

managers to quickly take action on candidate profiles,

modeling capabilities.

interviews, and acceptance processes. When your
business requires the right people combined with the
right numbers, Workday offers the right tools.

Easily Interact, Analyze, and Collaborate
Make enterprise planning iterative by using a collaborative
worksheet environment that combines the familiarity of
a spreadsheet with the structure, scale, and security of

Continually Measure Employee Performance

Workday. And if you have your own favorite spreadsheets,

Workday allows for continuous feedback and performance

Workday can easily import them and retain all of your

management throughout the year. Establish measurable

formulas and concepts.

goals and track their completion. Provide immediate
feedback on work performed, and view accumulated

Human Resource Management

feedback during performance reviews.

Workday is a leader in cloud-based human resource
management, providing the full spectrum of enterprise

Change as Quickly as Your Business Does

human capital needs in one system that works across

Mergers are almost a daily occurrence in financial

devices. With Workday, you can track your internal

services. Yet your ledger and organizational structure

operations and customer-deployed people across the

often reflect yesterday in hard-coded system structures.

globe and support regional requirements.

Perhaps you required a custom design of the system
you selected to support those chart of accounts (COAs)

Enable Learning

and organizational needs, which means that managing

Your employees need training that they can access on

change could be difficult, expensive, and prolonged. The

demand and on the go. Workday provides a learning

innovative Workday technology helps you respond to

system that incorporates on-demand video and social

organizational, business process, and reporting changes

capabilities to assist frontline and back-office staff.

as they occur, even after deployment—without additional
costs and outside support. This agility makes it easier to
adapt to mergers, new affiliations, or changes in staff.

“We’re looking to use this unified

Workday not only enables the expected workflow for

platform not just to produce reports.

accounts payable and procurement-to-asset registration and

We’re looking to produce information

depreciation, but it also combines the traditionally separate

for proactive decision-making and
real-time action.”

domains of fixed assets and inventory with the ability to
manage high-value, low-cost items in addition to managing
departmental, branch, and other capital equipment.

—Patrick Ryan,
Vice President of Financial Services, Sallie Mae

Data Security
Data integrity and security are woven into the fabric of

Financial Management and Accounting

Workday. With a single security model, all your financial

The traditional general ledger with its summarized data

and HR information is protected. Shared reports only

from your COAs was designed to provide only what you

allow a user to see the data for their current role. That

need to create financial statements. Workday goes beyond

means you can create one report and schedule it or run

the capabilities of a traditional general ledger by providing

it ad hoc. For example, if a branch manager becomes the

more data, more analytics, more information, and more

regional manager, the job change alone handles all of the

of what you really need and want: actionable insights.

financial and people reports, dashboards, and scorecards

Workday solved for the limitations of traditional reporting

within Workday so that the new regional manager only

and COA segment coding by looking at the problem in

sees what your policy allows.

a new way and starting from a clean sheet of paper.

Governance, Risk, and Compliance
Design

In addition to providing data security, Workday reimagines

The Workday design makes the attributes and business

the traditional model of bolt-on governance, risk, and

dimensions of a transaction trackable. That means you

compliance (GRC) systems that only marginally fulfill the

can create custom financial statements and drill down

various requirements around the globe. Because GRC is

into tasks such as determining who attended which

part of the Workday core system, your organization can

conferences, if an office remodel was on budget, or

efficiently and accurately comply in all regions where it

the total cost of advertising initiatives. Management

does business. The embedded business process framework

can answer the who, what, when, why, and where

manages every transaction—it captures all required

behind the numbers using the same system that

information, garners the right approvals, and ensures

handles back-office tasks such as manual journals

that the accounting impact is immediately auditable upon

and fixed-asset depreciation.

approval. With these core capabilities, financial services
has the tools for Sarbanes-Oxley and other regulatory and

Fixed Assets
Traditional fixed-asset systems only accounted for large,
immobile assets. They were never designed to help
companies manage the high-value, low-cost assets that
so many people in financial services now rely on such
as laptops, cell phones, web-conferencing accounts, and
other “utility belt” items.

governance support within that single back-office system,
increasing process visibility and reducing overall risk.

Designed for Today and Tomorrow

“Our clients’ success is at the core of

Workday knows you need more than an updated accounting

what we do so it’s important that we

solution. You need a system to handle your financial and

continuously innovate and uncover

management reporting, human capital resources, back-office

new efficiencies that help make us a

tasks and functions, analytics, and budgeting. Workday
offers a single system that does all that.

better financial partner. Workday will
provide us with the financial and HR

Now financial services businesses can adapt and thrive

foundation required to quickly adjust

by supporting change with complete configurability,

to a dynamic banking environment,

offering built-in actionable analytics, and allowing for

drive efficiencies, and scale the

complete auditability with a single security model.

business in order to continually drive

By connecting talent data to financial results and

greater success for our company and

providing data ownership to financial institutions,

our clients.”

Workday prepares financial services businesses for
whatever comes next.

—John Gavigan, SVP and CFO, First Financial Bancorp
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